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ABSTRACT
Virtual Reality environments are able to o�er natural interaction
metaphors. However, it is di�cult to accurately place virtual objects
in the desired position and orientation using gestures in mid-air. Pre-
vious research concluded that the separation of degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) can lead to be�er results, but these bene�ts come with an
increase in time when performing complex tasks, due to the addi-
tional number of transformations required. In this work, we assess
whether custom transformation axes can be used to achieve the ac-
curacy of DOF separation without sacri�cing completion time. For
this, we developed a new manipulation technique, MAiOR, which
o�ers translation and rotation separation, supporting both 3-DOF
and 1-DOF manipulations, using personalized axes for the la�er.
Additionally, it also has direct 6-DOF manipulation for coarse trans-
formations, and scaled object translation for increased placement.
We compared MAiOR against an exclusively 6-DOF approach and a
widget-based approach with explicit DOF separation. Results show
that, contrary to previous research suggestions, single DOF manip-
ulations are not appealing to users. Instead, users favored 3-DOF
manipulations above all, while keeping translation and rotation
independent.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite the increasing interest in Virtual Reality (VR) and its pop-
ularization in recent years, there are still several open challenges
regarding interaction in such environments. As in any kind of
interactive 3D environments, object manipulation is a key element.
�e spatial input typically associated with VR setups can o�er nat-
ural metaphors, allowing users to grab, move and rotate objects
in a similar way to how it is done in the physical world. However,
mid-air gestures compromise object placement accuracy, whether
due to limitations in tracking solutions or human dexterity itself.

Traditional object manipulation interfaces resort to 2D screens,
mouse, and keyboard shortcuts to switch between views and ap-
ply constraints. On the other hand, multi-touch surfaces, which
have already become part of everyday life, allow direct ways of
interacting with virtual objects. When designing interactions for
these kind of interfaces, and contrary to what happens in VR, it is
necessary to develop appropriate mappings between the 2D input
and the desired 3D transformations. For touch-based interfaces,
approaches that separate degrees-of-freedom (DOF) have become
the most common, easing this mapping.

Although a direct mapping can be applied for mid-air gestures
in VR, it has already been shown that the constraint of transfor-
mations through DOF separation can signi�cantly improve object
placement accuracy. However, to perform several transformations
on two or more axes, it is necessary to perform multiple consec-
utive operations. �us, such approaches, besides compromising
the naturalness of the interaction, have a negative impact on the
execution time of placement tasks.

In this work we explore custom transformation axes, as an alter-
native to the traditional �xed frames. We assess if such approach
can bene�t from the increase of precision associated to DOF sepa-
ration, but without impacting the time required to perform more
complex tasks. For this, we propose a new manipulation technique,
MAiOR (Mid-Air Objects on Rails). It supports both direct ma-
nipulation and transformation separation, as well as single DOF
manipulation.

In the remainder of the document, we start by presenting the
state-of-the-art in virtual object manipulation, showing how DOF
separation became popular in mouse and touch based interfaces
and which are the current proposals for mid-air manipulation. We
then describe MAiOR, our technique that implements custom trans-
formation axis in mid-air. We follow with a user evaluation, were
we compare MAiOR against a direct 6-DOF approach and single
DOF widgets. Finally, we conclude the paper and point out future
research directions.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Traditional interfaces for 2D interaction usually resort to mouse
and keyboard for indirect manipulation. In most approaches, users
have to use keyboard shortcuts and widgets to select both a trans-
formation and an axis to perform simple manipulations on an object.
For instance, the Virtual Handles technique [Conner et al. 1992]
uses a set of widgets associated with axes and transformations. �is
approach is still very popular in 3D editing applications such as
Autodesk Maya or Unity 3D.

Multi-touch surfaces allow for more direct approaches. Users
can interact directly with objects displayed on the surface. �e
RST approach, or Two-Point Rotation & Translation [Hancock et al.
2006], is a de facto standard for 2D manipulations on multi-touch
devices. It is direct and based on the behavior of objects in the
physical world, which makes it easy to learn and fast to execute.
For 3D manipulations, there are techniques that extend RST to
the third dimension, namely Sticky Fingers [Hancock et al. 2009]
and Screen-Space Formulation [Reisman et al. 2009]. Direct ma-
nipulations are fast, but can lead to unwanted transformations and
o�er li�le accuracy. To address this challenge, DS3 [Martinet et al.
2010] focuses on DOF separation. Other techniques have also ad-
dressed this through virtual widgets or gestures on the surface.
GimbalBox [Bollensdor� et al. 2012] and tBox [Cohé et al. 2011]
use widgets to enable users to independently control translations,
rotations and scales on speci�c axes. Schmidt et al. [Schmidt et al.
2008] introduced an approach for sketch-based interfaces where,
a�er indicating the object to be transformed, the user can draw a
stroke and the system responds by creating translation and rotating
widgets based on the candidate axis closest to the stroke. Candidate
axes include object and world axes. �e Multi Touch Gestures [Au
et al. 2012] technique rely only on hand gestures to apply con-
straints and manipulate objects in relation to candidate axes. Touch
Sketch [Wu et al. 2015] has a constraints’ menu to separate DOF.
Studies have concluded that, in the various cases, DOF separation
is be�er, although being less natural. �is separation bene�ts tasks
that have higher requirements of accuracy because there are fewer
simultaneously modi�ed DOF.

Mid-air manipulation techniques, which resort to spatial track-
ing of users’ hands, are more appropriate to mimic interactions
in the physical world. With 6-DOF position and orientation hand
tracking, Simple Virtual Hand [Bowman et al. 2004] allows users
to move and rotate objects simultaneously. �e Handle-Bar [Song
et al. 2012] uses only the position of both hands of a user to simulta-
neously move, rotate and scale objects, using the metaphor of a bar.
Spindle+Wheel [Cho and Wartell 2015] uses the same metaphor,
but with a 6-DOF hand tracking, it also supports rotations around
the bar axis. It has been shown [Mendes et al. 2014] that direct
manipulation techniques such as Handle-Bar [Song et al. 2012] and
Simple Virtual Hand [Bowman et al. 2004] are the fastest and most
natural.

However, these direct approaches may su�er from precision is-
sues. With this challenge in mind, the PRISM [Frees et al. 2007]
technique was proposed. It dynamically reduces users’ virtual hand
movements to decrease instability caused by real hand and increase
accuracy. Similar to the multi-touch approaches described earlier,
virtual widgets have also been explored in the air. 7-Handle [Nguyen

et al. 2014] explores this, but the complex widgets’ design made the
learning curve very steep, performing worse than a direct 6-DOF
approach. �e impact of the explicit separation of DOF in mid-air
manipulation tasks has also been evaluated [Mendes et al. 2016]. Af-
ter a comparison of approaches including direct manipulation with
6-DOF, PRISM [Frees et al. 2007] and an implementation of virtual
widgets for DOF separation, it was concluded that DOF separation
is able to increase precision and prevent unwanted transformations,
but it impairs execution time of more complex tasks. From this
study, a set of four guidelines for mid-air manipulation techniques
was proposed: (1) direct 6-DOF manipulation is suitable for fast and
coarse transformations; (2) separating transformations helps pre-
vent unexpected results; (3) 1-DOF transformations are useful for
�ne adjustments; (4) scaled movements e�ectively reduce position-
ing error in translations. Regarding single DOF manipulations, Veit
et al. suggested that interactions that ease tasks’ decomposition can
lead to signi�cant improvements in performance for orientation
tasks [Veit et al. 2009].

In this work, we assess whether custom transformation axis
with scaled movements allow users to achieve the same level of
precision as single DOF manipulations, while minimizing the im-
pact in the tasks’ completion time. For this purpose, we developed
and evaluated a novel mid-air manipulation technique following
the above set of guidelines, with added support for user speci�ed
transformation axis.

3 MAiOR
To explore custom transformation axis in mid-air object manipu-
lations, we developed MAiOR (Mid-Air Objects on Rails). It is a
technique that follows the aforementioned guidelines for mid-air
manipulation [Mendes et al. 2016]. It o�ers transformation sep-
aration and single-DOF manipulation on custom axes, as well as
6-DOF direct manipulation and scaled movements for fast and ac-
curate transformations, respectively. Figure 1 show how to activate
available transformations and constraints in MAiOR.

Figure 1: MAiOR’s interaction diagram.
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(a) Start by directly grabbing. (b) 3-DOF translation.

(c) 1-DOF translation (d) Snap to candidate axis.

Figure 2: MAiOR’s translation.

3.1 Translation
Translations can be performed in MAiOR by directly grabbing the
desired object. Initially, the object will be restricted to 3-DOF trans-
lations. A transparent blue axis is drawn from the initial position
of the object and passing through its current position (Figure 2). If
the axis has a 10 degree or less deviation from any candidate axis,
either from world or object reference frames, the closest candidate
axis is shown instead, similarly to some approaches for interactive
surfaces [Au et al. 2012; Schmidt et al. 2008], and its color is changed
to green (world) or yellow (object).

�e displayed axis can then be used to restrict translations to
1-DOF exclusively in that same axis. It can be locked at any time
a�er starting a translation, by tightly closing the hand. When
the axis is locked, it becomes opaque and in�nitely extended for
both sides. If a candidate axis has been selected, the object is re-
positioned in such a way that the translation made since it was
initially grabbed is coincident with the axis. �erea�er, variations
in user’s hand position will be projected on the selected axis, and
object translations will follow the metaphor of an object on a rail.

Since it has been shown that scaled movements improve preci-
sion in object placement when small adjustments are required [Frees
et al. 2007; Mendes et al. 2016], we implemented scaled translations
using a �xed scale factor. �is can be used both in 3-DOF and
1-DOF translations, by closing the non-dominant hand. Given the
mean position error a�ained in previous evaluations of mid-air
manipulations [Mendes et al. 2016], we chose a scaling ratio of 1

4 ,
aiming for millimetric accuracy. Naturally, this method originates
the accumulation of an o�set between the object and the hand.

3.2 Direct Manipulation
Since direct manipulation is the most e�cient approach for coarse
operations that require multiple transformations, MAiOR also o�ers
direct manipulations. While in translation mode, hand rotations are
discarded until they achieve a 90 angle or greater in any direction

(a) Object grabbed. (b) Hand rotated 45◦ . (c) Hand rotated 90◦ .

Figure 3: Unlocking MAiOR’s 6-DOF manipulation.

(Figure 3), which triggers 6-DOF transformations. �is gesture
follows the metaphor of unlocking a door, because the object will
no longer be locked to 3-DOF translations. Whenever this mode is
activated, the object is immediately rotated by the same amount
that the hand has rotated since the grab gesture, in order to ensure
that the orientation of the object is consistent with the orientation
of the hand.

3.3 Rotation
Following the suggestions from Veit et al. [Veit et al. 2009], we
also allow the decomposition of orientation tasks into single DOF
manipulations. MAiOR’s rotations are based on the same principles
of DOF separation applied in translation, as depicted in Figure 4.
Users start by rotating the object in 3-DOF and then can select an
axis to rotate in 1-DOF. For this, users �rst have to close a hand
outside the objects to enable a virtual bar (Figure 4). �is bar will
act as a lever for rotating objects. A�er a�aching the bar to the
desired object, the object can be rotated in 3-DOF. �is approach
is based on techniques such as the Handle-Bar [Song et al. 2012]

(a) Show rotation handle by grabbing out-
side the object.

(b) 3-DOF rotation.

(c) Motion parallel to locked rotation axis
is discarded.

(d) Wrist rotation.

Figure 4: MAiOR’s rotation.
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and the Spindle+Wheel [Cho and Wartell 2015], which have been
shown to have good results in previous studies. However, in our
approach we use the center of the object instead of a second hand,
since the object remains in the same position, and this point is
used as center of rotation. �e rotation angle to be applied will
be calculated according to the variation in the bar’s orientation.
�is is, in turn, determined by the position of the user’s hand, so
that the intersection point between the bar with the object remains
unchanged. In addition, we also implemented rotations around the
axis de�ned by the bar, using wrist rotations.

A�er entering the 3-DOF rotation mode, a transparent blue cir-
cumference is shown around the object illustrating the current
object rotation, taking into account hand position’s variation (rota-
tions around the wrist are not considered for this purpose). Similar
to translation, if the calculated axis of rotation has a deviation of
10 degrees or less from a candidate axis, the circumference will be
shown around it, either in green or yellow. Users can then lock
the current rotation axis, by tightly closing the hand. �erea�er, to
calculate rotation angle, users’ hands movements will be projected
in the plane de�ned by the circumference shown.

Since scaling rotations has a negative e�ect on users [Frees et al.
2007; Mendes et al. 2016], we did not implemented an explicit pre-
cision mode in rotations. However, it is possible to scale rotations
implicitly, due to the concepts behind circular motion. �e further
away the user’s hand is from the object, the more distance will have
to be covered for the object to rotate. �is can be used to improve
precision when �ne-tuning object’s orientation.

4 USER EVALUATION
To assess whether the custom transformation axis implemented
in MAiOR appeal to users and help achieving an accurate and fast
object placement, we conducted a user evaluation. We compared
MAiOR against two baseline approaches, with a set of object place-
ment tasks with di�erent requirements.

4.1 Baseline Mid-air Manipulation Techniques
As baselines, we chose two techniques that achieved the be�er
results in previous research [Mendes et al. 2016]: a direct 6-DOF
approach and an indirect approach based on 3D widgets (Figure 5).
�e �rst was identi�ed as the fastest, while the second was the
most accurate.

(a) MAiOR. (b) 6-DOF. (c) Widgets.

Figure 5: Evaluated techniques.

4.1.1 6-DOF. �e direct 6-DOF approach is o�en used as a base-
line for evaluating other techniques [Frees et al. 2007; Mendes et al.
2016; Nguyen et al. 2014], as it simulates as closely as possible in-
teractions with physical objects. Manipulations start by directly
grabbing the desired object. It will then closely follow the user’s
hand, moving and rotating accordingly. As both translation and
rotation are applied simultaneously, there is no transformation sep-
aration. �e point grabbed in the object will be the center of all
transformations, until it is released.

4.1.2 Widgets. �is technique is based on the 3D Virtual Han-
dles common in mouse-based interfaces, as initially proposed by
Conner et al. [Conner et al. 1992], which was recently adapted to
mid-air interactions [Mendes et al. 2016]. It strictly follows explicit
DOF separation, allowing only one transformation at a time accord-
ing to a single axis form the object frame. �e widget is composed
by three cylinders representing object axes with spherical handles
in each end, following a RGB coding for XYZ axes respectively.
Translations can be done by grabbing an handle and moving the
hand along the corresponding axis. Rotations are performed by
also grabbing and handle, but rotating it about the desired axis.
�e decision to either perform a translation or rotation is made
based on the �rst 10 cm from the hand�s path a�er grabbing the
handle. �e transformation and axis resulting from that decision
will remain locked until the handle is released.

4.2 Prototype
In order to compare MAiOR against the two baselines, we devel-
oped a prototype where we implemented the three manipulation
techniques.

4.2.1 Setup. We used a setup based on the HTC Vive, which
tracks users’ head and hands in 6-DOF. While head tracking is
made by the headset itself, hand tracking is made through hand-
held controllers. Each controller has a trigger with 10 levels of
pressure and a circular track-pad. We use the trigger to detect if the
hand is opened (no pressure), closed (any pressure level from level
1 to 9) or tightly closed (full pressure at level 10). �e last pressure
level is perceived by a slight click on the trigger, and is used to
lock translations and rotations to 1-DOF in MAiOR. �is approach
to trigger restricted transformations is adaptable to other kinds of
force-sensitive devices, and avoids the use of multiple bu�ons.

4.2.2 Virtual Environment. We developed the prototype using
the Unity3D engine. �e environments consists of a wide and empty
plane area, with shadows but no gravity nor collisions. Users’ hands
are represented through virtual replicas of the controllers. Objects
become transparent whenever users intersect them, and became
opaque as soon as they are grabbed in order for improved visual
feedback.

4.3 Methodology
All sessions followed the same structure, and could last a maximum
of 70 minutes. A�er an introduction to the evaluation, participants
experimented all techniques. Techniques’ order followed a Latin
square design, to avoid biased results. For each technique, we
started by playing a demo video explaining it, and gave a maximum
of 5 minutes for participants to freely explore it and get acquainted
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with the environment. �en, we asked participants to execute a set
of tasks and ful�ll a questionnaire.

4.4 Tasks
Participants were asked to completed a set of six docking tasks for
each technique. �is set was based on previous user evaluation
for mid-air manipulations [Mendes et al. 2016]. �e objective of
all tasks was to place a carbon component on a model of a protein
compound (Figure 6). �e model was designed so that there was
only one correct way to �t it. When the carbon component was
placed on the docking model within the error boundaries, its color
turned green and the task goal was achieved.To foster an highly
accurate object placement, we set error boundaries to less than 1
millimeter for position and 1 degree for orientation. To avoid long
user sessions, each task had a maximum time of 2m30s. If the time
limit was reached, we considered the a�ained position and orienta-
tion as �nal and registered it as an unsuccessful a�empt. Although
some tasks required only translation or rotation transformations,
none of those were restricted on any task.

�e �rst two tasks required translations only. For the �rst task,
the carbon needed to be moved only along the X axis. In the second,
its position was initially incorrect in all three axes. �ird and fourth
tasks required rotations only. In the third task participants needed
to rotate the carbon about the Z axis, while the fourth they needed
to perform rotations about X, Y and Z axes. �e last two tasks were
the most complex, requiring both translations and rotations. �e
��h task required the object to be rotated about the Z axis and
moved along X and Y axes. On the �nal task, participants had to
apply a full 6-DOF transformation.

(a) Task 1. (b) Task 2.

(c) Task 3. (d) Task 4.

(e) Task 5. (f) Task 6.

Figure 6: User evaluation tasks.

4.5 Apparatus and Participants
Evaluation sessions were performed in our lab, which has restricted
access, thus providing a calm and controlled environment. We had
a total of 24 participants, 16 males and 8 female, between the ages
of 17 and 33 years old. Most of them hold at least a BSc degree
(80%). 83% reported having no previous experience in VR, and 70%
had never used any kind of gesture recognition systems, such as
Xbox Kinect, Nintendo Wiimote or Playstation Move. Only 16% of
the participants use 3D modeling systems at least once a month.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During user sessions, we gathered objective data through a log-
ging mechanism and subjective data from the questionnaires. To
analyze such data, we used Shapiro-Wilk test to assess data nor-
mality. �en, we ran the repeated measures ANOVA test with a
Greenhouse-Geisser correction to �nd signi�cant di�erences in nor-
mal distributed data. Otherwise, we ran Friedman non-parametric
test with Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks post-hoc test. In both cases, post-
hoc tests used Bonferroni correction (presented sig. values are
corrected).

5.1 Task Performance
We measured success rate, completion time and object placement
error (position error in millimeters and orientation error in degrees)
for each task.

5.1.1 Success Rate. Success rate was de�ned by the ratio of par-
ticipants that were able to place the virtual object below the position
and orientation tolerated error and within the time limit. Values
are shown in Table 1, and statistically signi�cant di�erences were
found (Task 1: χ2(2)=27.9, p<.0005; Task 3: χ2(2)=13.875, p=.001;
Task 4: χ2(2)=8, p=.018; Task 5: χ2(2)=8.4, p=.015). On task one,
6-DOF had a lower success than MAiOR (Z=-3.638, p<.0005) and
Widgets (Z=-4.243, p<.0005). On task three, Widgets outperformed
both 6-DOF (Z=-3.051, p=.006) and MAiOR (Z=-2.887, p=.012). On
task four, Widgets was be�er than 6-DOF (Z=-2.673, p=.024) and,
on task �ve, be�er than MAiOR (Z=-2.714, p=.021).

6-DOF a�ained consistent success rate values. Since it does not
possess any kind of transformation’s restriction, all tasks are of
identical execution. �e low success rate relates to the di�culty
to accurately place an object in mid-air. Widgets had the highest
overall success rate, successfully preventing undesired transfor-
mations. However, and as shown in previous research [Mendes
et al. 2016], the more complex the task, the higher the time needed
to complete it, and more di�cult it is to do so within the time
limit. MAiOR’s success rate also decreased when task complexity

Table 1: Success rate per task for each technique. ∗ and †
indicate statistically signi�cant di�erences.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6

MAiOR 79% ∗ 58% 33% ∗ 42% 17% ∗ 13%

6-DOF 17% ∗ † 33% 29% † 25% ∗ 29% 33%

Widgets 92% † 54% 75% ∗ † 67% ∗ 54% ∗ 17%
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Figure 8: Tasks’ completion time, in seconds. �e chart
presents themedian, 1st and 3rd interquartile ranges (boxes)
and 95% con�dence interval (whiskers).

increased. We believe that this is due to both DOF separation’s
additional steps, and a not so simple rotation metaphor that made
all tasks involving rotations more di�cult. Indeed, the success rate
increased from task 3 to task 4, suggesting that experience may
have a�ected participants’ performance in rotation tasks.

5.1.2 Completion Time. To analyze completion time, we only
considered times a�ained by participants who achieved tasks’ goal
within the time limit, which are depicted in Figure 8. Although
we did not �nd any statistical signi�cant di�erences, we veri�ed
in tasks 2 and 4 a tendency for MAiOR (Task 2: avg=48s; Task
4: avg=39s) to be faster than Widgets (Task 2: avg=92s; Task 4:
avg=72s). Taking into account individual times, 8 out of 9 (task 2)
and 6 out of 6 (task 4) participants that completed those tasks with
both techniques had lower completion times with MAiOR than
with Widgets. However, this needs to be con�rmed with further
testing.

5.1.3 Placement Error. Regarding placement error, we analyzed
both position and rotation error (Figure 7). For participants that
did not achieve tasks’ goal, we considered the current placement
when the time expired. Signi�cant di�erences existed for position
error (Task 1: χ2(2)=29.84, p<.0005; Task 3: χ2(2)=20.118, p<.0005;
Task 4: χ2(2)=19.5, p<.0005; Task 5: F(1.363,19.085)=10.075, p=.003;

Task 6: χ2(2)=9.264, p=.01). Post-hoc tests showed that for the �rst
task, 6-DOF (avg=4.65mm) was less accurate than both Widgets
(avg=0.43mm, Z=-4.108, p<.0005) and MAiOR (avg=0.55mm, Z=-
3.921, p<.0005). In task 3, 6-DOF (avg=3.44mm) performed worst
than Widgets (avg=0.43mm, Z=-4.108, p<.0005). In both fourth
and ��h tasks, Widgets(Task 4: avg=0.00mm; Task 5: avg=0.69mm)
outperformed 6-DOF (Task 4: avg=3.38mm, Z=-3.725, p<.0005; Task
5: avg=2.609mm, p=.001) and MAiOR (Task 4: avg=2.94mm, Z=-
2.803, p=.015; Task 5: avg=5.00mm, p=.006). However on the sixth
task, 6-DOF (avg=2.61mm) proven to be more precise than Widgets
(avg=6.52mm, Z=-3.015, p=.009) and MAiOR (avg=4.41mm, Z=-
2.521, p=.036), mostly due to time constraints. In rotation only tasks
(task 3 and 4), the existence of a positional error with MAiOR implies
that participants performed translations, even though MAiOR had
transformation separation. �is is further discussed in Section 5.3.

Technique used also in�uenced orientation error (Task 1: χ2(2)=
32, p<.0005; Task 2: χ2(2)=22, p<.0005; Task 3: χ2(2)=13.857,
p=.001; Task 4: χ2(2)=8.4, p=.015; Task 5: χ2(2)=10, p=.007). In
translation only tasks, 6-DOF (Task 1: avg=1.77◦; Task 2:avg=1.22◦)
was the only that caused this kind of error, signi�cantly worse than
Widgets (Task 1: avg=0.00◦, Z=-3.92, p<.0005; Task 2: avg=0.00◦,
Z=-3.408, p=.003) and MAiOR (Task 1: avg=0.00◦, Z=-3.516, p<.0005;
Task 2: avg=0.00◦, Z=-3.517, p<.0005), which shows the bene�ts
of translation and rotation separation in preventing unwanted
transformations. In the remaining three tasks Widgets (Task 3:
avg=0.54◦; Task 4: avg=0.77◦; Task 5: avg=0.48◦) achieved be�er
results than 6-DOF (Task 3: avg=2.42◦, Z=-3.743, p<.0005; Task 4:
avg=1.39◦, Z=-2.722, p=.018; Task 5: avg=1.47◦, Z=-3.637, p<.0005),
as expected. In these tasks, Widgets were also more precise than
MAiOR (Task 3: avg=1.72◦, Z=-2.92, p=.012; Task 4: avg=1.27◦,
Z=-2.442, p=.045; Task 5: avg=2.20◦, Z=-2.442, p=.045), possibly due
to the di�culty reported by participants to perform rotations with
this technique.

5.2 User Preferences
�rough questionnaires, we asked participants about their experi-
ence with each technique. �is included general ease of use, fun
factor, ease of manipulating object position and orientation, recall
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Figure 7: Position error, in millimeters, and rotation error, in degrees. Charts present the median, 1st and 3rd interquartile
ranges (boxes) and 95% con�dence interval (whiskers).
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Table 2: Answers to questionnaires, regarding each criteria
(median, interquartile range). ∗ and † indicate statistically
signi�cant di�erences.

MAiOR 6-DOF Widgets

Overall easiness 2 (1) ∗ 2 (1) 3 (2) ∗

Translation easiness 3.5 (2) 4 (2) 4 (2)

Translation recall 3.5 (1) ∗ 5 (1) 5 (1) ∗

Rotation easiness 2.5 (1) ∗ † 3.5 (2) ∗ 3 (2) †

Rotation recall 3 (1) ∗ † 5 (1) ∗ 4,5 (1) †

Fatigue 3 (2) 3 (2) 3 (1)

Fun 3 (1) ∗ 4 (1) 4 (2) ∗

regarding translation and rotation transformations and overall fa-
tigue. In all questions it was used a Likert Scale from 1 to 5, being
5 the favorable value. Answer’s are reported in Table 2.

We found statically signi�cant di�erences in ease of use (χ2(2)=
6.685, p=.035), translation recall (χ2(2)=11.541, p=.003), rotation eas-
iness (χ2(2)=14.427, p=.001) and recall (χ2(2)=20.738, p<.0005), and
fun factor (χ2(2)=7.69, p=.021). Participants agreed that Widgets
were generally easy and more fun to use than MAiOR (easiness:
Z=-2.623, p=.027; fun: Z=-2.599, p=.009). While for translations
there was no signi�cant di�erence in easiness between the three
techniques, participants agreed that remembering how to translate
was easier with Widgets than with MAiOR (Z=-3.246, p=.003). Par-
ticipants also indicated that was harder to perform and to remember
rotations with MAiOR than both 6-DOF (rotation easiness: Z=-3.407,
p=.003; rotation recall: Z=-3.578, p<.0005) and Widgets (rotation
easiness Z=-2.99, p=.009; rotation recall: Z=-3.691, p<.0005). Di�er-
ences in recall can be justi�ed by the complexity inherent to the
gesture-based grammar, as the available actions are not visible to
users and an additional e�ort must be done to remember how to per-
form such actions. Contrary to MAiOR, in Widgets and 6-DOF users
only needed to remember to grab and drag the object. Moreover,
the rotation metaphor adopted in MAiOR was identi�ed as being
di�cult to get acquainted. According to participants’ comments,
they needed more time to fully take advantage of MAiOR.

Figure 10: Example of a pose performed by participants.

5.3 Observations
We observed that, when using the direct 6-DOF approach, some
participants used speci�c poses to help reducing hand tremor and
to be easier to achieve tasks’ goal. �ey held tight the dominant
hand’s arm while using the other arm as support, as shown in
Figure 10. Other participants mostly resorted to chance. First, they
roughly placed the object with position and orientation close to the
target, then tried successive grabs and releases hoping one would
be within the acceptable threshold.

As previously stated, in tasks 2 and 4 almost all participants
had be�er performance with MAiOR than Widgets. Looking at
participants’ pro�les, we found that in task 2 they had several
distinct backgrounds. �is suggests that MAiOR’s translation ap-
proach might be adequate for novice users. On task 4, however,
they had backgrounds related to 3D modelling, such as design and
architecture. �is can mean that MAiOR’s rotations require more
experience with 3D manipulation concepts, such as rotation axes.
More, we noticed that participants had di�culties understanding
MAiOR’s circumference widget’s motion. �is might be due to the
fact that wrist rotation was not accounted for this. One of the most
experienced participants also reported that using a custom pivot
for rotations instead of the object’s center could be bene�cial.

(a) Transformations. (b) Translation. (c) Rotation.

Figure 9: Time distribution, in percentage, between transformations (a), and between 3-DOF and 1-DOF translation (b) and
rotation (c), in MAiOR.
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Besides task completion time, we logged where participants
spent time when manipulating the object. �is is illustrated in
Figure 9. It is possible to see that in rotation only tasks (task 3 and
4), participants’ �rst instinct was to directly grab the object. �is
originated some position error that they tried to correct. Also, users
favored transformation separation, which is mostly noticed in tasks
5 and 6, where time spent performing independent translations and
rotations is evenly distributed.

We also registered, for both independent translations and rota-
tions, time spent in 3-DOF and 1-DOF manipulations in MAiOR,
also depicted in Figure 9. We veri�ed that participants preferred to
perform transformations in 3-DOF, as their were faster than 1-DOF.
�ese results contradict previous research suggestions [Mendes
et al. 2016; Veit et al. 2009]. With MAiOR’s scaled movements in
translation, participants found the positioning precision a�ained
with 3-DOF adequate. On the other hand, they found it di�cult
to achieve the required orientation, yet they rarely restricted ro-
tation to a single DOF. Additionally, the tight grab gesture used
to constraint transformations originated unintentional activations
of 1-DOF, as sometimes participants applied the extra strength
without noticing.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Direct approaches for mid-air object manipulation, albeit natu-
ral and fast, lack precision. Previous research showed that DOF
separation, common in mouse and touch based interfaces, bene�t
precision in mid-air manipulations. However, they also increase
completion time in complex tasks, due to the additional steps re-
quired by performing a single transformation in one axis at a time.
In this work we explored personalized transformation axes. Our
objective was to assess if they can contribute for faster yet accurate
manipulations. For this, we developed a novel technique, MAiOR.

We compared MAiOR against two baseline approaches, one
is based on direct 6-DOF manipulations and other on 3D wid-
gets. While MAiOR did not compromised tasks’ completion time,
Widgets had the best performance overall. Even though, MAiOR
showed promising results on isolated transformation tasks. When
analyzing individual transformation times in MAiOR, we found
that while participants took advantage of transformation separa-
tion to prevent unwanted results, they did not sought single DOF
manipulations.

�e challenge of achieving high levels of precision in mid-air still
o�ers avenues for future research. Our �ndings regarding 3-DOF
vs 1-DOF contradicts suggestions from previous research [Mendes
et al. 2016; Veit et al. 2009]. As such, further testing should be
carried out in order to clarify this. Additionally, MAiOR’s rotation
approach was generally reported as hard to grasp for participants
not acquainted with 3D so�ware. Investigating into more easy-to-
learn metaphors can lead to improved manipulations. Finally, we
also intend to explore novel interaction paradigms, resorting to ap-
proaches based not only on so�ware, but also on speci�c hardware,
such as haptics. �is can be used, for instance, to add additional
modalities for feedback to aid in precise object manipulations.
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